In this paper some two theorems concerning absolute convergence of Fourier gap series are given.
The norm of f e L p is defined as Let f e L 1 . A function given by CO ^A, .If ", , -iA(x)t ,. f (x) = ^ I f(t) e dt will be called the generalized Fourier transform. where C is some positive constant.
-& L ic = -oe "k J k = -oo "k oo As the assumption of £ |c |<p(k) < co leads to a conclusion k=-«o n k 00 of absolute and uniform convergence of £ c^ e lx< (t) <k)) k = -oo "k we could integrate the series term after term. Thus We consider now
Then, we have I = 0(<p(2k) = 0(#>(k)).
For k < 0 we have analogous estimates and thus 00 00
The above inequality proves Theorem 1. 
| I ¿ X (t)| *>(t) dt < 00
Proof. By Theorem 1, the above condition is necessary. We are going now to prove its sufficiency. We have c
A A We have made use of the theorem h*g = g * h (see [5] , p.74) for ordinary Fourier transform, which is not true for the generalized Fourier transform. Next
Applying the above argumentation to the sum we have
and similarly as I , I , I we have 
